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Under three meters of clay, walls
and an in-floor mosaic, of Dionysus, perhaps?
White-flecked beard and laurel crown,
carrying a flowering, beribboned staff.
“It could be an ideal poet, perhaps Greek.
But we prefer to think it is Ovid.”

The villa overlooks the Tiber from the North
and from its portico the poet might have watched
the traffic stream over a bridge and on up the Milvian Way.
But I imagine him turning back, over the threshold
into the cool columned retreat from a city so embroiled
that the four red walls offered serenity.

Old Master of the Ars Amatoria, keep your silence.
The truth about Livia could lead a historian to suspect
that you were banished for refusing your emperor’s wife
not for joining the traffic that streamed
so steadily through his daughter’s bedroom.
Your words, despite the centuries of clay
that have clogged that porticoed retreat,
still sigh to lovers, as lovers sigh to them.

“Ovid’s Love Nest Found by Banks of The Tiber”
—Sunday Times 
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The prairie wool lies deep, uncut for years.
No farmer wants to risk a mower blade
or a charge of disrespect to the dead
beneath the toppled headstones.
The rock and key beneath it are still easy to find
Inside we see no need for locks.
The reed organ I’d played my first hymns on
was stolen some time in the sixties
by thieves who knew what they’d come for.
A lovely baroque instrument,
already an antique when purchased—
finely carved woods and ivory-faced stops—
the parish farmers had sent for it
to their home village in France

The scents of candles and incense are gone
replaced by mouse-must, pigeon droppings, death.
I am warned about hanta virus, but
feel that this place once so sacred
must hold some residual protection.
The simple fleur-de-lis altar carvings
are intact, but the built-in reliquary door
hangs open, half-unhinged, revealing
the decomposing carcass of a pigeon.

Old habit flexes the knee
on the way to the curtained confessional.
The burgundy brocade has rotted into tatters,
and now I see with older eyes a corner
so small, so close to the front pew
that the priest was likely not the only one
who heard confessions before Sunday mass.

Deconsecrations
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The church was deconsecrated in 1964,
and though I now know more of doubt than faith
something in me wants to stop these ravages,
repair the windows, rehinge the reliquary,
restore the altar, give that pigeon
a decent burial beneath the prairie wool,
clean house for the dove of the Holy Spirit,
find, return, retune that small sweet organ.

I’ve placed the wooden signboard on my wall:
Notre Dame de Savoie, 1910 - 1964 
It’s there for safekeeping
until reconsecration.
I’m not sure whose,
I’m not sure when.
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STONES
Lapidary

Polish stones picked up from dry stream beds.
But first, soften each one in the mouth. 
Learn the taste of granite, take pumice
as your salad. For dessert 
there will be fresh opals, 
the precious gem of ill luck. 
Those you must swallow whole.
The only cure is to let stones
 replace your inner organs.

Agate

Syllables, not surface
landscape turned on its side
revealing strata of warm deserts,
without sandstorms
without snakes.

Beryl

A name for a woman of a certain age
cabochon-cut, hard, but easy
to see through.

Bloodstone

When I learned the lore 
my birthstone was “the bloodstone.”
A conjuring of opposites
I became a paradox to myself:
“You can’t get blood out of a stone.”
I knew it had something to do with stinginess
so I wasn’t altogether surprised at the spanking I got
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for selfishness, having taken a whole stick of gum. 
So I’ve avoided that stone with its unexpected clots of red
confined in, betrayed by, a murky green.
And for me, most meanings of blood 
have been washed away.

Chrysocholla

This whole planet seen from near space
wide cerulean lapping at tropical green.
The miniature planets lie cushioned
in a velvet-lined casket
too beautiful to wear,
too beautiful not to wear. 

Diamonds

Always best in the plural.

Jade

The spirit in the jade is the divine bear
strong stone to contain strong spirit.
The Hong-shan ground black-bear jade
into blades long enough to find the heart.
I feel the cold shaft going through fur
hear my jadespirit roar out into the chill air.

Lianzhu Jade

Lianzhu jade gets brighter with age.
The leisure of the atelier hums in every line.
No matter, if the father dies before 
the slender tube is hollowed—
the son, or the grandson, will finish.
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Lapis Lazuli

Opaque as long-term pain, 
doesn’t bear looking into
only semi-precious
a spectacular bruise
hardened into emblem
that’s why they call the blues the blues.

Quartz

The eye of a certain beetle is made up of some twenty thousand
[quartz crystals.

A perfect marriage of animal and mineral. No vegetables need apply.

Rutilated Quartz

Impurities bedded in the purest clarity
a bundle of thin golden needles
aligned, a standing army 
entrapped, guilt showcased
for eternity. 

Hematite

My pre-teen year and all I wanted in the whole world
was a “black diamond” ring. It broke into pieces
when I tried to test its hardness. With a hammer.

My brother the psychopath gave a ‘black diamond’
to the girl he persuaded to marry him, telling her
it was more precious than the white kind.
She believed it, so it seemed fit enough.
I was compelled to play the organ for their wedding.
I played the Dead March from Saul.
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Obsidian

Very Black. Very polished. Very Sharp.
A perfect natural glass.
A perfect natural knife.
My favourite Sicilian Donna
has a ring fashioned in a flower-shape
from some of Aetna’s finest. 

Labradorite

I keep a large chunk named identity.
Its surfaces have been machined, polished
to reveal the multi-hued light beneath.
True brilliance is always there,
just beyond my reach.
Mostly, I’m grateful to see it, hold it
without demanding its secrets.

Diamond Reprise

A chemist I knew once made the claim
that “diamonds are chemically boring.
Just pure carbon.” And so, I decided,
was he, despite his chemical complexity. 

Boulder Opal

Deep B minor blue shot through
with surprise of brilliant parrot-green. 
One tradition calls it the stone of ill luck
but I’ll take my chances with it.
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